
• companies,
• public bodies,
• institutes and
• voluntary organisations

to keep ahead of the demands for high Health-&-Safety standards that come from employees, 
authorities, and increasingly from consumers. 

To this end, SSaW – a collaborative trans-European project – has developed a sign vocabulary 
of 200 essential Health-&-Safety instructions and warnings, with the online training resource to 
support it, all available at www.signedsafety.eu. 

Benefits and Beneficiaries 

The resource seeks to facilitate workplace communication between all employees regardless of 
hearing and language ability as an inclusive way to communicate Health-&-Safety messages 
effectively. Our site (www.signedsafety.eu) contains the sign vocabulary and the accompanying 
glossary to facilitate effective communication in the workplace between: 

• hearing native speakers,
• hearing non-native speakers,
• the Deaf community, and
• other hearing-impaired people.

Information Sheet for Organisations and Businesses on use of the SSaW resources

Signed Safety at Work – a free online Health-&-Safety training resource for use by 
employers, Health & Safety professionals and general employees. 
Demands, Standards and Resources 
Through the training resource, Signed Safety at Work (SSaW) is creating a rare 
opportunity for: 



• reinforce high standards,
• maximise recruitment and retention opportunities, and
• support an inclusive work environment.

These terms are learnable through the project’s e-Learning course, designed for Health-&-Safety 
officers and all other staff, that will: 
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The glossary and e-Learning are in English, German and Italian and will teach workers how to 
communicate vital safety information to their colleagues in International Sign.  In addition the 
glossary shows all of the safety phrases in International, British, Austrian and Italian sign 
languages.

The learning is available on desktop, laptop, smartphone or tablet for free

Open Education 

As the SSaW Partners want as many interested parties as possible to use these resources, the 
glossary and e–Learning elements are available under a Creative Commons licence – free of 
charge and without the need to register. 

Users can simply attribute the source using the text provided and then – naturally – avoid selling 
it as a commercial product; but they should feel free to use it to train workers within a 
commercial setting.  

A user can also apply for the written consent of the SSaW Partners if one wishes to alter, 
transform or build on the work to enhance particular learning purposes. 

Please visit www.signedsafety.eu for information and contact details. 




